SO YOU CAN

FOCUS

ON THE ROAD AHEAD.
What is DEF Direct?
Companies large and small nationwide rely
on DEF Direct for the safe handling and
dispensing of their Diesel Exhaust Fluid
(DEF). Comprised of an entire fleet of DEF
equipped vehicles, Diesel Direct’s on-site
DEF replenishment service is operated by
trained professionals that specialize in safely
and efficiently handling DEF. Our DEF techs
deliver directly into your vehicles; dispense
the product using weights and measures
certified equipment; and fill your DEF tanks
on a regular schedule.

How does DEF Direct secure
my drivers and my business?
With DEF Direct, you avoid taking unnecessary
risks and can enjoy the peace of mind that
comes from knowing your drivers are safe.
Diesel Direct makes sure your drivers never
go without DEF, and they are always operating
within Environmental Protection Agency
guidelines. In fact, DEF Direct comes with the
guarantee of service and safety.

DEF DIRECT

DEF Direct reduces driver downtime,
increases driver safety and
eliminates the hassles of handling Diesel Exhaust Fluid.

How do I monitor DEF usage?

The Diesel Direct guarantee includes
$10 million in liability coverage:
+ DEF Direct removes your liability for
contamination and damage to vehicles’
motors if DEF is accidentally dispensed
into the diesel saddle tank.
+ DEF Direct eliminates potential OSHA fines.
You can rest assured knowing that all your
DEF drums and totes are being handled in
accordance with the law.
+ DEF Direct provides an insurance policy
naming your company as the loss payee
– with $10 million in liability coverage and
misplaced product coverage.
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Every gallon of DEF that is dispensed
is captured by our state-of-the-art webbased reporting system. Through our
Fuel Intelligence Customer Portal, you
can easily see where every purchased
gallon went and all the details associated
with it: vehicle number, date, time and
amount. The technology is simple to use
and seamless. This data-driven solution
makes accurate billing, management
and tighter inventory control easier
than ever. It’s all part of our innovative
approach to streamlining fuel supply,
delivery and management.

